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Beijing, Hanoi, and the

Struggle for Indochina

During the Vietnam War, per oep tions of Southeast Asia in the United States

were shaped primarily through the prism of the Cold War. The conflict in Indo-

china was viewed essentially as a power struggle between the forces of internat-

ional communism and the Free World, and a victory for the revolutionary forces

in Vietnam could lead to the spread of the red tide throughout mainland Southeast

Asia. The course of events since the end of the war has demonstrated the error

of such assumptions. The faultlines of conflict in postwar Southeast Asia

have appeared to reflect more primordial historical factors, as deepseated

national rivalries between Cambodia and Vietnam, and between Vietnam and China,

have led to violent clashes and a realighment of forces in the region. 1'

The most visible source of conflict in contemporary Southeast Asia, of course,

is the dispute over Cambodia, an issue which has divided the region into two

hostile blocs representing the Indochinese states led by Vietnam and the China-

ASEAN alliance. At the root of the con flict over Cambodia, however, is the

bitter rivalry between China and Vietnam over influence in Cambodia and neighbor-

ing Laos, both of which are not locked in an intimate "special relationship" with

Hanoi. ,.The Sino-Vietnamese dispute involves a number of issues, including

territorial and ideological differences as well as the respective role of the

two states in global affairs. !But most observers believe that it is the regional

dispute over Indochina which has most embittered relations between the two conmu-

nist states and that the ultimate solution to the Cambodian tangle lies in a broader

resolution of issues currently dividing China and Vietnam.

The relationship between China and Vietnam is thus a key factor in the current

regional conflict in Southeast Asia. What are the ultimate sources of the Sino-

Vietnamese dispute? Is the conflict over Indochina primarily a local conflict

involving deep historical rivalries or, as ex-U .S. national security adviser

Zbigniew Brzezinski once contended, a "proxy war" with Vietnam and Cambodia

acting as surrogates in the larger struggle between Moscow and Beijing for
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predominance in Southeast Asia? Such questions are not solely of scholarly

interest, for the solution of the conflict, which now poisons interstate relations

throughout the entire regiondepends on the answers.

The Historical Dimension

The present-day dispute between China and Vietnam is rooted in history.

During a relationship that stretches back in time more than two thousand years,

Vietnam was for nearly half that time an integral part of the Chinese empire.

After the restoration of Vietnamese independence in the tenth century A.D.,

China sought on various occasions to restore its former authority. For the

most part, however, Chinese rulers were satisfied to maintain a tributary relation-

ship similar to those existing with other nations along the periphery of the

empire. 2

For the two countres, such close ties bred complicated feelings. China tended

to vi.ew Vietnam fn the context of the Confucian system of hierarchial system of

relationships that existed throughout human society. 0 n the whole, Vietnam

tended to respect that relationship, and indeed, many Vietnamese looked to

their larger neighbor as a source of political institutis and moral values.

At the same time, Chinese arrogance and condescension bred resentment in the minds

of the Vietnamese, who harbored deep suspicions of Chinese intentions and developed

a tenacious determination to maintain national independence against future Chinese

conquest.

laos and Cambodia, the two countries adjoining Vietnam which would later

comprise the area called Indochina, played little role in the Sino-Vietnamese

relationship during the traditional period. China maintained tributary relations

with both states, and intermittently intervened to adjudicate conflicts among the

states in the area. But Chinese cultural influence was limited, as both Laos and

Cambodia (then known as the Angkor empire) reflected Indian rather than Chinese

cultural origins. By contrast, Vietnam for much of its history was deeply involved

with the Angkor empire. By the seventeenth century, the Vietnamese empire, expand-

ing southward from its heartland in the Red River delta, had seized the lower



Mekong from the declining Angkor empire. By the nineteenth century, the Viet-

namese were competing actively with Thailand for suzertainty over the collapsing

rump of the Angkor state.3

The French conquest of Vietnam in the late nineteenth century brought an

end to China's tributary relationship dth all three states. To bring their

conquered territories under one single administration, the French created an

Indoohinese Union, composed of the protectorates of Laos and Cambodia and the
(Tonkin, Annam, and Cochinchina)

three separate regions into which Vietnam had been divided. For Vietnamese

patr.ots, preoccupied with the issue of liberating the nation from colonial

rule, the concept of Indochinese had little meaning. That attitude was amply

demonstrated by the events surrounding the foundation of the Vietnamese communist

movement in February 1930. At a conference held in Hong Kong the founding members,

led by the Comintern agent Ho Chi Minh, selected the name Vietnamese Communist

Party (Dang Cong San Viet Nam). Only at the intervention of the Comintern was

the organization rnamed the Indochinese Communist Party (ICP, in Vietnamese

Dang Cong San Dong Duong) at a meeting of the Central Committee held in October.

That decision was evidently opposed by some members of the Party, who felt that

it would detract from the organization's ability to appeal to patriotic elements

in Vietnam.
4

Recognition of the potential importance of the concept of an Indochina-wide

revolutionary movement developed only gradually within the ICP, as many Party

members questioned the revolutionary potential of the economically and socially

more primitive protectorates of Laos and Cambodia. In fact, the ICP's local

organization was virtually non-existent in both areas before World War II, and

such cells as did exist consisted primariy of Vietnamese traders or plantation

workers. The concept of Indochina began to take on significance for Party leaders

after the war, however, under the impetus of two factors: a growing sense of

national identity and political unresA among patriotic elements in Laos and

Cambodia, and a rising awareness of the strategic importance of the entire Indochin-

ese region among Vietnamese policymakers. 5



But the rise of political and national awareness in Laos and Cambodia also

presented problems for the Vietnamese and in 1951. responding to sensitivity

of Khmer and Lao members to Vietnamese domination over the ICP, Party leaders

split the ICP into three separate national organizations to struggle in concert

against the common adversary of French colonialism. The Vietnamese did not relin-

quish their leading role over the revolutionary movement in Indochina, however,

and apparently still thought in terms of the future formation of an Indochinese

Federation among the three states after the eviction of the colonial regime.6

There is little evidence as to the reaction of the Chinese Communist Party

(CCP) to these events. During the late 1920s and early 1930s, the CCP had

provided training facilities and organizational support to the young Vietnamese

revolutionary movement, but contacts between the two parties were ruptured

when Chiang Kai-shek consolidated control over South China, and were not resumed

until the onset of World War II, at a time when the CCP in Yenan was struggling

for its own survival against Japan. Relations remained tenuous until the end of

the decade, when the new People's Republic of China (PRC) was established vdth its

capital in Beijing.

China and the Indochinese Conflict

With the establishment of the PRO, China once again became a major factor in

the destiny of the states of Indochina. For the new regime in Beijing, too,

the area was one of extreme significance. China's new rulers undoubtedly had

a number of key objectives in the area of foreign policy. Of foremost priority

was the issue of national security, and the avoidance of conflict with the Uni-d

States. Beijing's long-term objective was to rebuilU the outer perimeter of

client states that had characterized the Chinese view of foreign relations during

the traditional period.

Southeast Asia was not an area of vital significance to China during the pre-

colonial era. European conquests in mainland Southeast Asia during the nineteenth

century,however, had graphically illustrated China's vulnerability in the south.

After World War II, the spreading conflict in Indochina, coupled with the growing



U .S. involvement in the region, undoubtedly made the area one of considerable

concern to Chinese leaders.

There were of course other dimensions to Chinese foreign policy than simply

that of national survival. Another factor of importance was China's self-image as
tin regional and glohel politics and a cultural and political model for

a major actor) .p -. f-!ntL l farnd_ t h - -i s
smaller nations in the region. This, of

course, had been a major component in the imperial policy of the traditional

period. China's new rulers presumably had no intention of resurrecting the

synbolism of the "imperial style". But China had now a new message to offer.

Chinese leaders not only viewed Marxism-Leninist doctrine and the Maoist strategy

of people's w ar as a concept for internal consumptions, but as a model for

national liberation and development elsewhere in Asia. Even before victory in

the mainland in 1949, the CCP had played a role in supporting communist parties

elsewhere in the region. Now China might hope to serve as a dynamic stimulus

and role model for the promotion of revolution in Asia.7

It seems likely that both of these factors played a role in the formulation of

Chinese foreign policy toward Southeast Asia during the early 1950s. In early

1950, the PRC recognized Ho Chi Minh's Democratic Republic of Vietnam (DRV) as

the legitmate representative of the Vietnamese people and began providing training

and military assistance in its struggle against the French. Chinese leaders un-

doubtedly saw Vietnam as an area of revolutionary promise and as a proving ground

for their theories of national liberation. Such ideas may have been reciprocated

bythe Vietnamese, who not only adopted Mao Zedong's concept of People's War but also

began to implement Cina's strategy of national development in areas under their

control .

But Chinese policymakers were also alive to the danger of a direct confrortation

with the United States in Indochina and, as U .S. aid to the French increased in the

early 1950s, Chinese aid to the DRV was carefully calibrated to keep the struggle

from geting out af hand and involving the PRC in an open conflict with WashinGton.

When the possibility of negotiations surfaced in late 1953, Beijing appeared to



welcome a settlement and may even have pressured the Vietnamese to come to the

conference table.

It was at the Geneva Conference, according to the Vietnamese, that potential

differences between China and Vietnam over the future of Indochina first came to

light. In an official White Paper issued by the 'Ministry of Foreign Affairs in

Hanoi in 1979, Vietnam claimed that China's negotiator at Geneva, Zhou Enlai,

openly lobbied to prevent a total victory for the Vietnanese rev6lutionary fortts-

in oider to naintain a divided Vietnam and forestall a possible move by the

United States to become actively involved militarily in Indochina. 8 It was also at

Geneva, Hanoi claims, that China for the first time demonstrated its objection tc

Vietnamese plans to unite the revolutionary movements in Indochina, colluding with

Western delegates to prevent the seating of representatives of the Laotian and

Cambodian revolutionary movements at the conference and accepting thecredentials

of the royal governments created by the French. China's aim, according to the

White Paper, was to maintain the division of Indochina in order to create a buffer

zone of neutral states in the area and facilitate the future expansion of Chinese

power in the region.

Based on the evidence at hand, Hanoi's contention that China placed its own

interests in a reduction of Cold War tensions in Southeast Asia over those of the

Vietnamese revolution seem close to the mark. By 1954, Chinese foreign policy had

begun the transition from its initial revolutionary phase toward an emphasis on

moderation. To Chinese leaders, a settlement at Geneva that led to the creation.

of neutral regimes in Laos-afii-Cambodia could provide the PRC with a stable situation

on its southern frontier and a more secure international environment in which to

pursue its plans for internal economic development.

Is Hanoi correct in charging that China's policy was also motivated by the desire

to maintain a divided Indochina in order to facilitate Chinese domination over the

area in the future? The Vietnamese have provided little proof to substantiate such

r.ssertions, but there is some circumstantial evidence that Beijing was determined

to prevent the imposition of Vietnamese control over Laos and Cambodia. The



DRV, as noted above, had modified its plans for the creation of an Indochinese

Federation in 1951. when the ICP was split into three national revolutionary

organizations (the Vietnamese Workers' Party, and People's Revolutionary parties

in Laos and Cambodia). Canternal Party documents suggest, thoweyer, that the

concept of a future federation integrating all three states into political and

economic entity had not been formally abandoned. Te PRC bad been reticent

about Vietnamese plans for a federation of the Indochinese states, but could

not have been delighted with it, since such an arrangement would rule out a

meaningful role for China in the area. In early July 1954, Zhou Enlai met with

DRV president Ho Chi Minh to coordinate final arrangements for the Geneva Agree-

ment. In a communique issued at the close of the meeting, the two sides agreed

to a statement that Vietnamese relations with Laos and Cambodia should be charac-

terized by the five principles of peaceful coexistence. While such a statement

does not rule out the creation of an Indochinese Federation, the context suggests

that Zhou had exacted such a promise from Ho Chi ilinh in return for continued

Chinese support, and may have insisted in private that the federation concept

be abandoned.
9

The Geneva settlement awarded control over North Vietnam to the DRV, which

placed its capital at Hano in October 1954. But the settlement left Vietnamese

leaders embittered at what they considered Chinese betrayal of the Indochinese

revolution. The need for the two countries to cooperate against the common

threat of imperialism overrode such tensions, however, and during the next two

decades Sino-Vietnamese relations were marked by public expressions of fraternal

cordiality while China provided a significant amoun ; of assistance to the Viet-

namese in their struggle against the United States in the South. In public, too,

Hanoi and Beijing cooperated on Laos and Cambodia, adopting parallel policies

of maintaining friendly relations with the neutralist regimes of Souvanna Phouma

and Prince Norodom Sihanouk in the two countries. Such a policy suited the interests

of both countries, since it prevented the establishment of U .S. power in the

region. For Hanoi, it provided the extra bonus of permitting Vietnamese use



of the border regions as a sanctuary for its troops and a cannunications link -o

infiltrate men and equipment into the South. In order to maintain such benefits,

the Hanoi regime instructed the Peolple' Revolutionary Parties in both countries

to moderate their own revolutionary struggles until victory in South Vietnam had

been secured.

This delicate balancing act began to come apart in the late 1960s. Inside

Cambodia, a radical faction suspicious of Vietnamese intentions in Indochina and

more inclined to promote armed struggle against the Sihanouk regime seized control

over the Party and retitled it the Khmer Communist Party (KCP). In 1967, the KCP,

under its leader Pol Pot, launched an insurrection in the western provinces. Although

the revolt failed, itangered Prince Sihanouk who claimed that the unrest had been

provoked by the DRV, and by China, now in the throes of the Cultural Revolution.

In the meantime, Sino-Vietnamese relations had begun to deteriorate in mid-decade.

China's failure to give full support to Hanoi during the U .S. escalation in 1965-

1966 angered Vietnamese leaders, while Beijing was antagonized by Hanoi's growing

intimacy with Moscow.

The coup d'etat which overthrew the regime of Prince Sihanouk in March 1970

was the final blow that ripped apart the tattered fabric of Cambodian neutrality,

and set China and Vietnam on a collision course in Indochina. The coup threatened

Vietnamese access to its sanctuaries in the eastern provinces of Cambodia, but also

opened the possibility of promoting the eventual triumph of the revolutionary

cause over the weak military regime of General Lon Nol. After a short period of

hesitation, Vietnamese leaders decided to give full backing to an accelerated effort

by revolutionary forces centered around the KCP.

For China, the problem was equally fraught with danger and opportunity. The

new Lon Nol regime was closely tied tb.The United States and could lead to the

extension of U.S. military power into Cambodia. By the same token, a victory

for the revolutionary forces in Cambodia could work to Beijing's advantage. Pol

Pot was a fervent admirer of the Cultural Revolution, and during a visit to China

in 1966 had developed friendly relations with a number of Chinese leaders in Beijing.



A victory for the KCP could provide a base for increased Chinese influence in

Phnom Penh. On the other hand, a victory by the revolutionary forces in Cambodia

could open up the country to Vietnamese domination, since an active role by the

DRV would obviously be required to improve the fortunes of the revolutionary cause.

The formulation of a new strategy to respond to the changing situation in

Cambodia was undoubtedly complicated by the continuing power struggle in Beijing

between radicals associated with the Cultural Revolution and modern elements

around Zhou Enlai, who had divergent views on several issues, including the ad-

visability of improving relations with the United States. I 0 It may be for that

reason that Beijing at first seemed uncertain how to respond to the new situation

in Indochina. In the end, China decided to support the revolutionary movement in

Cambodia while preserving its own interests by giving its fir support to Sihanouk

as the titular leader of the coalition of groups opposing the Lon Nol regime.

Sihanouk himself undoubtedly welcomed Chinese participation as a means of preventing

Vietnamese domination over the movement. At a conference held in Guangzhou in April,

representatives of all the revolutionary regimes and parties in the area agreed

to cooperate in the common cause. Under the surface, however, the tensions were

growing, and Vietnamese sources would later charge that China attempted to use the

conference to extend its own influence in Indocli na. 1

For the remainder of the war, the revolutionary movement functioned on two levels.

On the surface, Beijing, Hanoi, and the KCP leadership cooperated in the common

struggle to overthrow the Lon Nol regime in Phnom Penh. Outside the public eye,

the struggle was marked by a growing rivalry between forces loyal to Vietnam z_!

to Pol Pot within the Cambodian revolutionary coalition. The Vietnamese undoubtedly

hoped that the introduction of loyal Cambodian revolutionaries who had spend the

years since 19$ in North Vietnam - the so-called,."Hanoi Khmer" - would dilute

Pol Pot's control over the Party and increase Hanoi's influence in Cambodia.

But the Pol Pot leadership systematically purged the KCP of all elements suspected

of harboring pro-Vietnamese feelings. lit the moment of victory in April 1975,

relations between the two parties were severely strained, despite heavy Vietnamese



support for the final takeover of power in Phnom Penh. 12

Conflict in Camelot

The already tense relationship between Hanoi and the KCP deteriorated rapidly

after Pol Pot's rise to power in the spring of 1975. While public attention

focussed on disagrenment over the mutual frontier, at the root of dispute was

Hanoi's insstence on the formation of a "special relationship" between the three

Indochinese states in the poztwar era. The Vietnamese were able to reach agree-

ment with the new revolutionar, regime in Laos and a treaty of friendship and coop-

eration was signed in July 1977. But the Pol Pot regime -- now calling itself

Democratic Kampuchea - viewed Hanoi's concept of a "special relationship" as a

ncw- umo for the old Indochinese Federation and a figleaf for Vietnamese domination

over its smaller neighbors.

Vietnamese Party leaders had undoubtedly been aware of the anti-Hanoi animus

within the KCP prior to the end of the war and may have considered an operation

to replace Pol Pot with a new leadership more sympathetic to their own plans.

If such a plan existed, it was not immediately adopted, and Hanoi decided to

use patience in dealing I with the new regime in Phnom Penh, alternating the

carrot of negotiations with the stick of military intimidation. While there was

probably some concern in Hanoi that Pol Pot was supported by the Chinese, according

to sources in Hanoi Vietnamese leaders still believed at that time that Phnom

Penh's aggressive behavior was caused primarily by pol Pot's own "big ambitions"

and hoped that China - in the interests of maintaining a fraternal relationship

with Vietnam - could be used to bring him to reason. 1 3 As late as the end of

1977, Hanoi attempted to persuade Beijing to moderate Phnom Penh's behavior. Only

after those efforts failed did the Vietnamese conclude that China was deliberately

using Pol Pot to further its own objectives to undermine Vietnamese influence in

Indochina.

How accurate was Hanoi's perception of Chinese policy? In fact, evidence cur-

rently available does not support definitive conclusions on the level of Chinese

commitment to the new regime in Phnom Penh. There is little doubt that Beijing

saw the value of Pol Pot in furtherinr th oX- .. .. .. .



effort to consolidate its own position in Indochina. As early as 1974, the pRC

had begun to ship economic and military assistance to Pol Pot's Khmer Rouge forces

in Cambodia. At the moment of victory in April 1975, foreign minister leng Sary

visited Beijing and managed to extract a promise of substantial aid in the postwar

period. 14

Yet there are indications that energing moderate elements within the Chinese

leadership were somewhat uncomfortable with their new proteg' in Phnom Penh.

According to Norodom Sihanouk, who remained in exile in Beijing until

Zhou Enlai;. shortly before his death in January 1976, had vainly advised Khieu

Sanphan of the need to avoid the radical policies of the Great Leap Forward

and adopt a policy of gadual advance to socialism. Chinese leaders also

suggested that Sihanouk be allowed to return to Phnom Penh as a symbol of the

new regime and evidently counselled Cambodian visitors to seek a negotiated

settlement of the border dispute with Vietnam. The Pol Pot regime agreed to

invite Sihanouk to return to his country, where he lived in vfrtual house arrest

until the Vietnamese invasion at the end of 1978. On all other counts, Phnom Penh

ignored Chinese advice, aunching a program of radical change which emptied the

cities and virtually eliminated the educational elite in the country, while at

the same time deliberately provoking the Vietnamese with border attacks along the

frontier with South Vietnam. 1 5

In fact, China was caught in a serious dilemma in formulating a policy on

Indochina. It could hardly acquiesce in Hanoi's attempt to establish a "special

relationship" with both Indochinese states, an eventuality that would freeze

out all Chinese influence in the area and open up Laos and Cambodia to Vietnamese

domination at a time when the latter was increasingly-*turning to Moscow for support.

But any strategy involving all-out support for Phnom Penh would tie Beijing to an

unstable and uncontrollale regime and risk driving Hanoi into an alliance with

Moscow. Beijing's actions throughout much of 1977 reflected that ambiguity,

providing increased assistance to Democratic Kampuchea while refraining from actions

that might provoke a break in relations with Hanoi. It is not unlikely that the



apparent ambivalence in l- policy reflected policy disagreementz in Beijing,

with elements around Hua Guofeng arguing for firm support to Phnom Penh and moder-

ates tied to the rise of Deng Xiaoping calling for a more cautious approach. 1 6

A glaring example of the contradictions in Chinese policy was displayed in

a speech given by then foreign minister Huang Hua in July 1977. Huang called

for a cease-fire and a negotiated settlement of the Vietnam-Kampuchea dispute

based on the principles enunciated at the 1970 Guangzhou conference on Indochina.

He offered Chinese mediation and promised that the PRC would not take sides in

the dispute. But he also warned that China supported Cambodia against "Soviet

revisionist social-imperialism" and would not 6atch with indifference any attack

by social-imperialism on Cambodia's territorial integrity and national sovereign-

ty. iuang had been careful not to name Vietnam as a direct threat to Cambodia,

but the implication was clear. 1 7

Despite the appaeznt efforts on both sides to forestall a crisis, the situation

steadily worsened in late 1977. Throughout the year, clashes along the common

border steadily intensified, leading to an almost total breakdown in relations

between the two regimes. In November, Vietnamese party leader Le Duan led a deleg-

ation to Beijing in an apparent last-ditch effort to persuade China to help avert

an open conflict. Chinese leaders, however, reportedly refused the request to

offer their good off:ices and demanded a full withdrawal of Vietnamese troops from

Cambodia. 18According to one source, Beijing had now despaired of a peaceful set-

tlement of the Indobhina dispute and, at a plenary .session of the CC3 Central

Comittee in December, decided to increase military assistance to the Pol Pot

regime. In a secret speech given in ea y 1979 and later leaked to the West,

CCF Politburo member Geng Biao remarked that by the time of the Le Duan visit in

November 1977, "differences between Vietnam and Kampuchea were no longer conceal-

able." Having failed to keep the contradictions between the two Indochinese states

from public view, China now decided to "assist Kanpuchea in force So as to equip

them with a greater capability to cope with new situations that could occur because



a solution through talks proved impossible." 1 9

Unfortunately, the available translation of Geng Biao's article is not a feli-

citous one, so a defi-nitive reading of this scetion of the speech is impossible.

By implication, however, Geng Biao's statement suggests that Le Duan-ts visit

marked a decisive stage in China's evaluation of the Indochina situation, as

Chinese leaders now realized that Hanoi could not be dissuaded from its determination

to impose its "special relationhip" on the Pol Pot regime. To6 little is known

about the substance of the November talks to permit informed speculation as to

the truth of this statement. In any case, the signs from Indochina must have seemed

ominous, viewed from Beijing. As a result of the latest round of border clashes,

Vietnamese troops now occupied a substantial tract of territory in Cabodia's

eastern provinces, and had begun negotiations with dissident elements within the

Pol Pot regime. Such factors, combined with an intransigent attitude displayed by

Vietnamese negotiators in November, may have been interpreted in Beijing as an

indicati on that a non-violent resolution of the conflict was improbable if not
20

impossible.

In mid-January of 1978, the PRC sent a delegation headed by Zhou Enlai s widow

Deng Yingzhao to Phnom Penh. Press reports in the West interpreted the visit as

a public indication of Beijing's support for the Pol Pot regime in its struggle

with Vietnam. One reason for the trip may have indeed been the desire to induce

caution in Hanoi, but Madame Deng may also have carried words of caution for the

Pol Pot regime. According to Geng Biao's speech, there may' have been vigorous

debate within the CCP leadership over how far China should go to help the Phnom

Penh regime, with a majority favoring a cautious policy short of all-out support.

In any event, Teng Yingzhao reportedly advised her hosts to adopt a more flexible

st ance on the border issuebut was rebuffed. 2 1 In the meantime, China attempted

to keep open its lines of communication with Hanoi, agreeing to a renewal of the

annual aid agreement to Vietnam.

Like their counterparts in Beijing, Vietnamese party leaders in Hanoi were grap-



pling with agonizing dilemmas in their attempt to resolve the dispute with

Democratic Kampuchea. The bitter experience of the war had been convincing

proof of the crucial importance of a secure relationship with the nations on

Vietnam's western frontier. While the concept of the Indochinese Federation

had been formally abandoned during the 1950s, the idea of a close alliance be-

tween the three countries after the triumph of the revolutionary cause had un-

doubtedly become an axiom of Vietnamese foreign policy.

Events after 1975 quickly confirmed the validity of such convictions, but

showed that the primary threat to Vietnamese national security in the postwar

era would come from unexpected directions -- from within Cambodia, and from the

north. At first, Vietnamese leaders had adopted a relatively benign view of

the problem, but by late 1977 had begun to take a more somber view. Whether br

not key figures in Hanoi had already concluded before Le Duan's visit to Beijing

that the Pol Pot regime had to be replaced is not clear from the evidence. In

any event, the results of that visit may have been conclusive proof to sensitive

minds in Hanoi that China was determined to mniliate Vietnam and bring it to

heel.

Vietnamese leaders thus must have felt their options narrowing at the end of

1977, and the argument for a decisive move to overthrow the Phnom Penh increas-

ingly persuasive. Postponement would provide the Pot Pot leadership with time

to crush internal resistance to its authority, and China with the opportunity to

strengthen the Kh mer Rouge armed forces for a future confrontation with the

Vietnamese. Yet it was increasingly clear that an overt effort to overthrow

Pol Pot would risk a direct convict with China. Such a conflict could have sevez-El

unpalatable consequences, in internal as well as foreign affairs. It would pose

a severe strain on a national economy already stretched to the limit witha postwar

reconstruction crisis. It could divide a leadership already at odds over domestic

policy. And it certainly compel Hanoi to abandon its effort to adopt a flexible
Ai

Policy in foreign affairs in favor of a closer embrace with Moscow.



In February 1978 the Vietnamese Communist Party (VCP) Centralsom.A .itee

held its Fourth Plenum to consider policy proposals by the Politburo, which

had met the previous month. It may have been a stormy session, for Party

leaders were seriously divided over the decision to move rapidly toward

socialist transformation in the Southas well as the regime's increasing

22
willingness to risk a confrontation with the PRC.

.Both issles were apparently on the agenda. With respect to the problem

of Cambodia, Party leaders may have considered two options: a general uprising,

launched by Khmer forces oppose, tc Pol 'Pot inside Cambodia and supported

discreetly by Vietnamese units, or an all-out invasion by Vietnamese armed

forces with support from guerrilla units recruited among Khmer refugees in

South Vietnam. Preparations for both contingencies were apparently underway

inside Vietnam, but ultimately the Party selected the first option, for an

internal uprising against the Pol Pot regime. Such a strategy lacked the decis-

iveness of a general offensive by Vietnamese forces, but would avoid inter-

national complications and reduce the risk of a direct Chinese response. More-

over, it could provide a firm basis for the formation of a new regime in Phnom

Penh sympathetic to Hanoi and the forma&bn of a "special relationship" with the

other two Indochinese states.

The plenum also adopted a major decision on the domestic scene, approving

a decision to nationalize all commerce and industry above the family level

in Vietnam. Although the decision was made in part for domestic reasons, to

strengthen state control over the faltering national economy, it had strong

foreign policy implications, since the bulk of the trade and manufacturing

sector in South Vietnam was controlled by Chinese nationals, many of whom

were suspected of being loyal to Beijing.
2 3

The PRC did not immediately react to Hanoi's decisions, although Chinese

leaders must have been aware of the massive preparations taking place at

training camps in South Vietnam. Nor did China immediately respond to



the nationalization order which was announced on March 17, although the imple-

mentation of the new policy precipitated a panic among ethnic Chinese residents

in Vietnam, many of whom attempted to flee across the border into China. On

May 12, the PRC cancelled a number of aid projects in Vietnam. Then, two

weeks later, it launched a major press campaign against alleged Vietnamese

persecution of the overseas Chinese living in Vietnam. It was not until several

days later that the Chinese press began to criticize Vietnam as an "Asian

Cuba" and a tool of Moscow. 24

The timing of the press attacks, and the decision to focus on the issue of

the overseas Chinese rather than on other problems in Sino-Vietnamese relations,

has led to considerable speculation as to China's motives in provoking a "press

war" with Vietnam. In fact, Beijing may have been outraged by Vietnamese attacks

on Chinese nationals in Vietnam which Chinese leaders probably interpreted as

a direct provocation at a time when the PRC had just launched a program to

earn support from overseas Chinese for China's modernization effort.

But the issue of Vietnam's treatment of its ethnic Chinese residents could

not have been the primary cause of Beijing's sudden outburst. China had often

suffered mistreatment of overseas Chinese by other statrs in the region in

silence (most recently, by the government of Democratic Kampuchea, China's

closest ally in Southeg~t Asia). It is more likely that Chinese leaders

selected the issue as a pretext to dramatize to Hanoi the extent of their

outrage over Vietnamese behavior in other areas of greater mportance to the PRC.

Why did China delay its response until late May, over two months after

Hanoi's decision to nationalize industry and commerce and undercut the

economic power of the Chinese community in Vietnam? There may, of course, have

been disagreement within the PRC leadership over how to react. During the early

months of 1978, the leadership struggle between elements loyal to Deng Xiaoping

and Mao's appointee Hua Guofeng had not yet been resolved. And although it is

possible that supporters of the latter were more inclined to provide direct



military assistance to the Phnom Penh regime, Deng Xiaoping, whose influence in

Beijing was rising, was a forceful advocate of an activist approach in foreig

policy to counter the "hegemonistic" efforts of the USSR and the "small hegemonict"

'n Hanoi.
25

Some observers, however, -spect a relationship between Beijing's Vietnam policy

and the increasingly fri ndly relations between China and the United States, and

pw4 ow-k the significance of the fact that Chinese attacks on Vietnam took

place almost immediately following the visit of U .S. Rational Security Adviser

Zbigniew Brzezinski in mid4lay. Chinese leaders may have wanted

reassurance regarding the prospects of improved relations with Washington before

embarking on a possible confrontation with Hanoi.26 This is a persuasive argument.

It was probably during the early spring that Chinese leaders concluded that

Hanoi was bent on overthrowing the Pol Pot regime and that a Sino-Vietnamese

confrontation over Cambodia was virtually inevitable. If such a confrontation were

to take place, the Vietnamese would be compelled to turn for increased support from

Moscow. In such condition., Beijing would need the expectation of at least tacit

ap proval and support from the United States, which had its own reasons for oppos-

ing Vietnamese (and, by extension, Soviet) gains in the region. 27

By May, then, both Hanoi and Beijing had become aware that a compromise solution

to the Cambodian dispute was highly improbable, and began to make preparations for

a head-on confrontation. Vietnamese leaders had hoped to avoid a direct confron-

tation by achieving the overthrow of the Pol Pot regime through an internal up-

rising, but in late May, at virtually the same time as China began its press

campaign against the Vietnamese, armed units of the Pol Pot regime attacked rebel

headquarters near the South Vietnamese border, leading the rebel commander, So

Phim, to commit suicide.

The Pol Pot faction's success in rooting out dissident elements within the KCP

forced the Hanoi regime to reconsider its options and reconsider the possibility

of an invasion of Cambodia by regular units of the People's Army of Vietnam (PAVU).

According to Nayan Chanda, a high Soviet military figure had suggested such an



operation earlier in the year, but the idea had been rejected in Hanui in

favor of the less risky option of an internal uprising. -Now the idea was11 28
resurrected.

Any such decision, of course, had to be cleared with Moscow, for Soviet

support would be required, not only in the form of military assistance, but

also as a means of deterring China from a direct response. It was probably

for this reason that the VCP's long-time military strategist went to Moscow

in June. He may have carried with hin the draft of a trea of friendship

and cooperation that the Vietnamese had originally rejected in 1975, at a

time when Party leaders had still hoped to maintain an independent foreign

policy. In the new circumstances, independence was a luxury that Hanoi could

ill afford, In any event, moscow was ready if not tager to. agree tb such a txeaty,

to be announced at a time useful to Vietnam. In return, the Soviet Union was

granted access to military facilities in Vietnam, a concession that the Vietnam-

ese had resisted for years.
29

Not long after Giap's return from Moscow, the VCP convened the Fifth Plenum

of its Central Committee in late June. While the evidence is scanty, it was

probably at this time that the Party approved the proposal to sign the treaty

with the-Soviet Union and begin preparations for an invasion of Democratic

Kapuchea later in the year. The decision was certainly not unanimous. There

were references in the official press to Party members who showed weakness in

facing the crisis and warned thatthe Party "must leave behind and discard weak

elements incapable of enduring trials or bent on giving up or betraying the

cause.0,30

Beijing was undoubtedly aware of Vietnamese war preparations through its own

intelligence sources, and the issue was probably one of serious debate throughout

the summer and early fall. There are indications that some elements within the

Chinese leadership favored the introduction of Chinese armed forces into the area

to provide assistance to the Pol Pot regime, whose ability to withstand a direct

Vietnamese invasion was considered minimal. According to Geng Biao, whose secret



speech in February 1979 has been cited above, one proposal called for the dis-

patch of Chinese naval units to the Gulf of Thailand to assist Democratic Kam-

puchea in guarding its territorial waters. General Xu Shiyou apparently

suggested the launching of military operations along the Sino-Vietnamese

border.
31

By now, the Pol Pot regime was aware of the peril, and at soCe point during

the fall made a formal request for the dispatch of Chinese troops to Cambodia.

In the end, however, the PRC decided to refrain from risking a direct involve-

ment in the dispute, and limited itself to increasing military assistance to its

beleaguered ally. Geng Biao offered a number of reasons for the decision. In

the first place, he said, China is a "socialist state" which must avoid actions

suggesting that it might seek to become a "hegemonist power" in Asia. Secondly,

he said, direct Chinese military involvement in Cambodia could expose the PRC to

criticism for its own actions and prevent it from taking the moral high ground in

the conflict. Thirdly, China would have great difficulty in fighting a war of

attrition in Indochina. Vietnam, he said, "has already stepped into this patch

of mud." Cambodia should fight its own battle, in order to learn self-reliance.

Finally, Gng Biso concluded, direct involvement in the Cambodian conflict would

undercut China's effort to carry out the "four modernization. " and expose tt

to a possible Soviet attack from the North. 32

Some of Geng Biao's comments can be dismissed as self-serving or wish-fulfill-

ment. But most of his comments carry the mark of plausibility. First and fore-

most, Chinese strategists certainly recognized the strategic disadvantages that

China confronted in taking an active role in the conflict. It is interesting

that Geng cited the lessons learned by the United States in fighting its own land

wars in Asia. His reference to psychological factors and the impact of possible

Chinese participation in the war also rings true, as Chinese leaders were undoubt-

ely aware of the sensitivity of many states in Southeast Ania to the potential

threat of Chinese expansion into the region and anxious to preserve the moral

high ground in the court of public opinion.



Lastly, but by no means least, Chinese leaders were probably determined not

to allow foreign policy problems to undercut the regime's program of economic

modernization. For the emerging leadership under Deng Xiaoping, economic

modernization was the matter of first priority in national calculations for

the foreseeable future. While Deng was anxious to carry out a foreign policy

of high visibility, he appeared willing to put off long-term objectives in

foreign affairs until such time as China possessed the economic and military

muscle to play a major role in regional and global affairs. Geng's contention

that Moscow was goading Beijing into military action in order to delay Chinese

modernization is problematical, but the issue was a real one, and Moscow and

Hanoi may well have calculated that it would dter Beijing from attempting

a military response.

As Robert Satter has pointed out, a final factor may have entered the deli-

berations In Beijing. Some argued that Vietnamese pressure on Cambodia repre-

sented a direct threat to China's security emanating ultimately from the Soviet

Union and demanded a vigorous Chinese response. To others, possibly including

Deng Xiaoping himself, the real threat to China came not from the south, but

from the north, where several hundred thousadns Soviet troops were stationed

along the Chinese border. By implication, China should not be distracted by

events in Southeast Asia from the strategical vital area along the Sino-Soviet

frontier. 
3

During the remainder of the year, both countries concentrated on streng-

thening their position for what must have seemed the inevitable conflict to

come. Both Hanoi and Beijing recognized the importance of external support for

their cause and were familiar w.ith the classical Leninist concept of the united

front. Both saw the importance of a powerful protector. Hanoi, of course, had

won the support of the USSR, and attempted to improve relations with the United

Statec in order to neutralize its role in the conflict. At a time when Soviet-

Aerican relations were deteriorating, however, China had more to offer," although



the issue caused considerable discord within the Carter administration. 34

A second component of the united front strategy of both regimes was to win

the support of other Asian states, specifically those of the ASEAN alliance.
Vietnamese

During the autumn of 1978, both Deng Xiaoping and Prime Minister Pham VanA

Dong embarked on an extended tour of Southeast Asian capitals. ASEAN leaders

tended to b-e suspicious of the ultimate objectives of both Hanoi and Beijing,

and made no commitments. Hvnoi's case was probably not helped by the formal

announcement of the signing of the Soviet-Vietnamese treaty in early November.

Vietnamese forces invaded Democratic Kampuchea on Christmas Day, December

25, 1978. The invasion was as successful as the final campaign three years

before which had put a quick end to the Saigon regime. Within a little over a

week, PAVN units had seized the Cambodian capital of Phnom Penh and forced Khmer

Rouge units to seek refuge in the isolated forests of the northwest or in the

rugged mountains near the Gulf of Thailand. On December 7, 1979, a new govern-

ment, called the People's Republic of Kampuchea (PRK) and led by an unknown

Cambodian corps commander named Heng Samrin, was announced in Phnom Penh.

China's initial reaction to the Vietnamese invasion was limited to vaguely

threatening statements in the press. Only in February, after the .,

return of. Deng Xiao-ing from his visit to the United States, did Beijing launch its

limited attack across the Sino-Vietnamese frontier. The timing of the attack seemed

deliberately contrived to take advantage of the successful normalization of

relations with the United States and leave the impression of U .S. support or

sympathy with China's objectives. The scope of the attack was also instructive.

Because of its limited nature, it reduced the damage to China's economic moderni-

zation progam that would have resulted had China actively intervened in the

Cambodian conflict. Moreover, by clearly signalling its limited objectives,

Beijing forestalled the possibility of a direct Soviet response and reduced

the level of criticism on the world scene. Yet the esttack was of sufficient

magnitude to damage Vietnamese border defenses and demonstrate China's willing-



ness to respond to a provocation.

What, the attack did not do, of course, was to provide concrete support

to the beleaguered Khmer Rouge forces in Cambodia. Although tere was some

speculation at the time that one objective of the campaign had been to compel

Hanoi to withdraw some of its frontline troops from Cambodia, in retrospect it seems

clear that the invasion was too brief and limited in scope to have more than a

passing impact on the strength and capabilities of the Vietnamese forces in

the PRK. The Chinese attach also failed to achieve Beijing' major stated

objective af teachin g Vietnam a lesson. Although Vietnamese border units

suffered heavy casualties, their performance against the regular forces of the

Chinese People's Liberation Arry must have been reassuring to Hanoi strategists.

By contrast, the PLA showed serious weaknesses in equipment, leadership, and

logistics. In that sense, the lesson had been administered by the Vietnamese.

The Strugle for Cambodia, 1979-1987

If the above analysis is correct, it can be concluded that the dispute over

Canbodia was the issue most directly responsible for provoking the outbreak of

the Sino-Vietnamese conflict cf 1979. And it is clear from the strategies

adopted in Hanoi and Beijing that Cambodia would also become the focus of

rivalry between the two states in the nert decade, as each probeE for wealmesses

in the other's defenses. For leaders in both capitals, Cambodia had become a

test of will.

In that struggle, Hanoi appeared to operate with a number of advantages. By

virtue of its military power and the geopolitical situation, it operated from

a strong position against the Chinese, whose access to Cambodia was limited.

Moreover, the presence of Vietnamese occupation troops inside the PRK provided

Hanoi with the ability to mold the situation in the country to its advantage.

That effort would be enhanced by the brutal reputation of theKhmer Rouge, whose

blody excesses had earned the hatred of most Cambodians and were now beginning to

penetrate to a horrified world.

China had undoubtedly taken these factors into account in its decision not to



Yet the fact that Beijing now deliberately elected to undertake a test of wills

with Hano eve. CD.be4 suggests that Chinese leaders felt there were compensating

factors which opurated in their favor. While not all of these factors were

directly related to Cambodia itself, Vietnamese occupation of that country

became a key factor in Chinese strategy.

In the first place, Hanoi's blatant invasion of Democratic Kampuchea had

sharpened latent fears of Vietnamese expansionism among the ASEAN states and

aroused widespread condemnation on the world scene. The effect was particularly

strong in Thailand, whose rivalry with Vietnam over Indochina had deep historical

roots. As Geng Biao had predicted, Vietnam's action and China's decision to

refrain from direct involvement in the conflict provided the PRC with the moral

high ground from which to construct a united front to force a Vietnamese with-

drawal from Cambodia.

Secondly, Chinese leaders undoubtedly counted on the nascent force of Khmer

nationalism as an element which could ultimately work in their favor. While

most Cambodians undoubtedly welcomed the overthrow of the ferocious Khmer Rouge

and may have irtially viewed Vietnamese occupation troops as benefactors, Khmer historic

distru-t of the Vietnamese ran deep and could be only sharpened by an extended

occupation of the country. If China could support a high level of resistance

activity by the Kber Rouge inside the country, it could exacerbate latent

Khmer-Vietnamese tensions and lead to a breakdown of the "special relationship."

.Finally, Chinese leaders undoubtedly calculated that the continuing costs of

the occupation would prove damaging to Vietnam in terms of economic development

and norale. In his report, Geng Biao had conceded that China lacked the resources

to undertake a war of exhaustion and felt that Hanoi, too, would find it a costly

venture. Beijing was prepared to intensify Hanoi's difficulties by maintaining

pressure on the Sino-Vietnamese border 4., force Vietnam to maintain a high level

of defensive readiness,by promoting sabotage and resistance operations by

dissident groups inside the country, and by encouraging the formation of an



economic blockade of Vietnam on the world scene. While none of these tactics

were likely to achieve quick results, they imposed minimal cost on China while

placing heavy pressure on the Vietnamese.

Ultimately, then, Beijing had adopted a long-range strategy based on the

assumption that China's superior resources, combined with Vietnam's internal

weakness and the instability of its position in Cambodia, would force a change

of policy in Hanoi. China did not seem optimistic that the veteran Vietnamese

leadership under Secretary General Le Duan would .be amenable to change. But

Chinese leaders were undoubtedly aware of the growing strains within the VCP

over domestic and foreign policy and counted on the passage of time to bring

a new leadership more amenable to compromise to power in Hanoi.

The centerpiece of Chinese strategy was the creation of a coalition of states

sympathetic to the common goal of forcing the withdrawal of Vietnamese occupation

forces from Cambodia. To achieve and maintain this coalition, Beijing had

to compromise on a number of issues. From the outset, the key actors in the

coalition, the ASEA!, alliance and the United States, haL. refused to assign the

ferocious Kh1mer Rouge a leading role in the anti-Vietnanese resistE :ce movement

in Cambodia. Chinese leaders, with a view of the world perhaps more imbued -ith

realoolitik, have appeared to be somewhat puzzled by the depth of the dislike

for Pol Pot and his henchmen, but have been willing to make a number of conces-

sions in order to keep the united front intact. They have acquiesced in an

arrangement that has subordinated the role of the Pol Pot faction to that of the

non-communist factions in the Coalition Government of Democratic Kampuchea (CGJK)

and publicly stated their willingness to support free elections leading to the

formation of a parliamentary form of government in Cambodia and declared that

conditions in that country were not ripe for the imposition of a government based

on Marxist-Leninist principles. They have also expressed their support for the

creation of a neutralist , non-eligned Cambodia and disavowed any desire to

dominate the country in the future. To alleviate ASEAN fears of Chinese intentions



in the region, the PRC has promised not to support revoluti=nr W. -

the ASEAN states, although it has refused to cut its ties to local communist

parties. 34

Beijing's willingness to make such concessions has been a major factor in

keeping the coalition intact. Yet there is a lingering suspicion in many ASEAN

quarters as to the sincerity of Chinese pronouncements and the nature of China's

long-term intentions in Southeast Asia. Some point to the fact that since the

time of Lenin, communist parties and regimes have used the concept of the united

front as a tactical weapon, to be abandoned once the immediate object of isolating

and destroying the main adversary has been achieved. In that view, Beijing will

abandon its policy of conciliating the interests of smaller states in Southeast

Asia once Hanoi has been brought to heel. Although such attitudes have been

submerged in the interests of maintaining the unity of the anti-Vietnamese

alliance, they continue to surface periodically and raise serious doubts among

observers as to the staying power of the coalition. In private, Chinese officials

concede the comrmntnent of some ASEAN states to the coalition strategy is weak

and could lead to a breakdown of the alliance. In such a case, they insist,

China would be forced to rely on its bilateral relationship with Thailand.

Thailand, they point out, is the only nation in the ASEAN alliance vital to

the success of China's strategy, and is fimnly committed to the cause. 3 5

Vietnamese strategy, like that of China, was essentially long-range in its

projections. While Pa-fty leaders-were probably somewhat surprised at the

international outcry that followed their overthrow of the Pot Pot regime,

they had anticipated a long struggle with China and were prepared to settle in

for the long haul.

The key to Hanoi's strategy lay inside Cambodia. If the internali situation

could be stabilized and the PRK armed forces strengthened sufficiently to take

over the problem of maintaining internal security, the Vietnamese occupation

forces could be gradually withdrawn and the world-wide condemnation of Hanoi's

action would qubcVly subside. As for the Sino-ASEAN alliance, there is some evi-



dence that Vietnamese leaders approached their Southeast Asian neighbors with

a measure of strategic contempt, and calculated that the ASEAN states would

soon tire of the struggle and agree to a negotiated settlement based on

conditions favorite to the Vietaamese.- Then Hanoi could settle down to

outwait the Chinese.

Inside Canbodia, the Vietnamese concentrated on building up the PRK, its

institutions, its armed forces, its revolutionary party - now renamed the

Kanpuchean People's Revolutionary Party, or KPRP, and its legitimacy within

the prpulation. Vietnamese advisers were placed at all levels to instruct

their hnmer counterparts dn how to carry out nation-building, Leninist style;

Under Hanoi's prodding, the Phnom Penh regime put into operation a moderate

policy designed to win popular support and lay the foundations for a transition

to socialim in the 1990s. In the meantime, the Vietnamese began to build up

links between the PRK and its neighbors in order to integrate Cambodia into

the "intimate alliance" of all three Indochinese states.

In the diplomatic arena, the Vietnamese adopted the familiar strategy of

"fighting and negotiating", offering cosmetic oonessions on inconsequential issues

related to the modalities of a conference in order to divide their adversaries

while holding firm on issues of vital importance to the .maintenance-of their

authority in Cambodia, such as the legitimacy of the PRK, and the maintenance

of the "special relationship" with Vietnam and Laos.

By 1984, certain patterns in the struggle were clear. Inside Cambodia,

the PRK had managed to bring about a measure of political stability and economic

recovery. According to reports by infrequent Western visitors, the Vietrnamese

presence was still accepted by the majority of the local population, few of

whom appeared to wish the Pol Pot faction to return to power. On the other

hand, the resistance forces had achieved more staying power than many observers

had anticipated and, in the eyes of some, to pose a credible political and mili-

tary threat to the Phnom Penh regime. To the Vietnamese, such a development

could have several unfortunate consequences, not only shaking the legitimacy



of the PRK and delaying the withdrawal of Vietnamese forces, but also building

up the confidence of the resistance movement and its external supporters.

It was undoubtedly in an effort to break that impending stalemate that Hanoi

launched its heaviest offensove in years against resistance forces along the

Thai border during the winter of 1984-1985. In a number of respects, the

operation was a success. The destruction of rebel base areas along the

Thai-Cambodian frontier severely reduced the military effectiveness of the non-co, unist

resistance forces, who were dependent on links with refugee canips on the Thai

side of the border, and forcing the leadership to adopt a new guerrilla strategy

in the interior of the country.

The offensive also posed a severe challenge to China, which had always responded

to major Vietnamese operations in Cambodia with attacks along the Sino-Vietnamese

border. But such tactics apparently had little effect on Hanoi, which had made

intensive efforts to build up its border defenses through the creation of so-called

"combat districts" along the Sino-Vietnamese frontier. In lauching its offensive

on rebel camps along the Thai border, the Vietnamese appeared to be calling

China's bluff, and the l&er's failure to make a commensurate response insipired

comment that Beijing may have become to rethink its strategy.

Chinese sources denied any change of approach toward the Cambodian issue, and

there were no indications of a debate over Vietnam policy within the CCP leader-

ship. But there were hints that Beijing was shifting the focus of its effort from

the rilitary arena to that of diplomacy. Since the opening of talks to sea- an

improvement in Sino-Soviet relations, China had insisted that the Vietnamese

occupation of Cambodia was one of the three primary obstacles to better ties with

Moscow. In so doing, the Chinese were clearly testing the strength of the Soviet-

Vietnamese relationship, for there were reports that Soviet leaders were unhappy

at the lack of process in resolving the Cambodian dispute. While the current

nituation did provide certain benefits to the USSR -- notably a military presence

the zue of military facilities on the South China Sea -- it also represented a
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financial drain on the Soviet Union and complicated Soviet relations with

other countries in Southeast Asia, as well as with China itself. But

Moscow would not take the bait, and Soviet negotiators refused to discuss the

Cambodian issue at the Sino-Soviet talks on the grounds that questions relating

to "third countries" could not be raised.

During the year 1986, there were cn.ll cignz ie o +'e oh,+

S..... . .....L ... Inside Cambodia, the situation

appeared to have stabilized. The non-communist factions had not yet fully

recovered from the hammering they had incurred the previous year, and according

to official sources in Phnom Penh, posed little threat to the security of the

PRK. 36But the Khmer Rouge remained a problem, despite vigorous efforts by the

Vietnamese to seal off the border and prevent the infiltration of men and sup-

plies from Thailand. According to the Heng Samrin regime, the Khmer Rouge were

showing signs of decline, with rising rates of desertion and a serious problem

in finding new recruits. But foreign residents in Phnom Penh reported that

many provinces inside the country were considered unsafe, and occasional guerrilla

attacks were launched even in the outskirts of the capital. In the meantime,

there were scattered signs of growing restiveness among the local population

at the continuing domination of the country by the Vietnamese. Hanoi has been

sensitive about the possible rise of anti-Vietnamese sentiment among the local

population, and has tried to reduce the visibility of the Vietnamese presence in

the PRK. But the continuing weakness of the PRK armed forces, and Vietnamese

dete-minaon to consolidate its position in the country prior to a full with-

drawal of occupation forces, have hindered the effort, although regime spokes-

men have been sufficientlyconfident to predict a total withdrawal by 1990. 3 7

On the negotiations front, there have been signs of flexibility on all sides,

but no indications of an immanent breakthrough. China, while maintaining its

official position that an improvement in relations with both Moscow and Hanoi

is dependent upon the removal of Vietnamese occupation forces from Cambodia, has

reportedly been privately offering inducements to shake Hanoi from its hardline
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position. According to Prince Sihanouk, Chinese sources told him during the

early summer of 1986 that Beijing was prepared to order a reduction in the size

of the Khmer Rouge guerrilla forces after a Vietnamese withdrawal, and would offer

"tremendous" economic assistance to Vietnam in such a contingency. In public,

the PRC has maintained its uncompromising position on Cambodia. In talks with

Thai foreigp minister Savetsila in November, Chinese spokesmen said that a

Vietnamese withdrawal and the restoriation of Cambodia's national independence,

sovereignty, and territorial integrity are "non-negotiable .*38 Beijing did send

a peace signal to Hanoi, however, in accepting an invitation from the government

of Laos to send a vice foreign minister to visit Vientiane early in 1987.

During mid-1986, there were no major peace overtures from Hanoi, where Party

leaders were preoccupied with the successiop issue following the death of General

Secretary Le Duan. But there were conciliatory gestures from Moscow, however,

where the new leadership under Mikhail Gorbachev had launched a number of new

initiatives to breadhline the deadlocked Cold War fauitlines in Asia. In his

speech in Vladivostok in July, Gorbachev, while not specifically mentioning

the Vietnamese presence in Cambodia, appeared to equate the interests of China

and Vietnam in the area and called for Sino-Vietnamese peace talks to remove

"unnecessary suspicion and distrust." China responded in September. In

an interview filmed on teletisbon in the United States, Deng Xiaoping commented

that Gorbachev's speech had contained "new and positive elements," although it

had avoided the "big step" of promising to end the Vietnamese occupation of

Cambodia. Deng also hinted that the Cambodian issue need not be a major hindrance

to an improvement in Sino-Soviet relations, equating the "three obstacles" to the

U.S. occupation of Taiwan.
39

In October, Moscow carried the dialogue another step forward, when the Soviet

negotiator at the ninth rduid of the Sino-Soviet normalization ta2ks, while not

revealing any change in the Soviet position on Caebodia, declared that the problem

could be raised in the next round of talks. Whether or not this was a signal to



Hanoi is not certain, but a few days later, Sihanouk reported that Vietnamese

official sources had hinted that the Hanoi regime would no longer insist on the

elimination of the "genocidal Pol Pot clique" as a basis for a settlement in

Cambodia and might permit representatives of the Khmer Rouge to attend a

peace conference. Shortly after, the new VCP general secretary Truong Chinh

visited Moscow, where the two sides reported "total unanimity" on issues relating
40

to domestic and foreign affairs.

At the Sixth National Congress of the VCP held in December, there were no

major new initiatives on the Cambodian dispute in reports presented at the Cong-

ress. But the overall tone of official remarks on the issue and on the broader

subject of Sino-Vietnamese relations as a whole was relatively conciliatory.

The Political Report commented that "the time has come for the two sdes to

enter into negotiations to solve both immediate and long-term problems." At

a press conference given during the Congress, vice foreign minister Vo Dong

Giang called for improved relations with Beijing, but warned China that its

hope to use the Sino-Soviet talks to' force a change in the Vietnamese position

was "a daydream". The Soviet Union, he said, "has never undermined the interests

of any third nation.
"41

Unravelling the Knot

As the year 1986 came to an end, the Sino-Vietnamese conflict over Indochina

appeared little neaxrto a comprehensive solution than it had been at the moment

when Chinese forces crossed the Vietnamese border in February 1979. Indeed, it

is possible that the dispute will be more difficult to solve since it has now

become tangled in the broader Great Power rivalry in Asia.

Ultimately, however, it is in the complex relationship between China and Viet-

name that one must seek the crue of the dispute, and the key to its resolution.

And here, it is clear that although it was the Cambodian issue that was most

directly responsible for causing the 1979 war, the conflict between China and

Vietnam is the consequences of a number of additional factors, some of them

deeply rooted in history. To unravel the knot and evaluate the prospects for



a settlement, then, it is necessary to evaluate the political, psychological,

and historical factors involved in the mutual perceptions of the two countries

as well the role that Indochina plays in that relationship.

n assessing the role of Indochina in the foreign policies of China and

Vietnam, it is almost certainly easier to deal ith the latter. For of all

of the issues that have emerged in Vietnamese foreign policy since the end of

the Vietnam War in 1975, it is probable that the "special relationship" with
in Hanoi 42

laos and Cambodia is viewed as the most important. As we 1ave seen above,

it was not always the case. During the early years of the ICP, Party leaders

viewed the concept of Indochina in a somewhat abstract manner, and certainly

subordinate in importance to the issues of achieving national independence and

seizing power in Vietnam.

But the idea of an alliance among the Indochinese states quickly assumed

importance in the context of the growing struggle against the French. And it

is likely that the concept seemed even more crucial at the Geneva Conference,

when China's opposition to an Indochina dominated by Vietnam came more clearly

into focus. The significance of Laos and Cambodia to Vietnamese national secur-

ity was graphically demonstrated during the Second Indochina War against the

United States, and it was probably at this time that the concept assured the

-Lmportance of an article of faith in Vietnaae se strategic thinking.

During the Vietnam War, the official spokesmen for t1v Hanoi regimepaid little

about the future relations among the three states, but following the seizure of

Saigon in April 1975, the regime quickly indicated that a "special relationshi"

with the new revolutionary regimes in Laos and Cambodia was one of the cornerstones

of Vietnamese foreign policy in the postwar era. Vietnamese leaders were certainly

aware that there was opposition to the idea in Beijing and Phnom Penh, but

evidently did not view such opposition as a:seious impediment to their plans, and initi

1y took a relatively relaxed approach with the Pol Pot regime, while insisting that

"naturally,we insist on special relations because we shared everything during the



war." 43

The events of the late l970st-wi tra-nsformed Hanoi's vague suspicions of

Chinese intentions into the conviction that Beijing was determined to use Cam-

bodia as a bludgeon to hammer the Vietnamese and force them to submit to Chinese

authority. China's behavior undoubtedly revived the deepseated Vietnamese

historical distrust of its great neighbor and convinced the veteran leadership

in Hanoi that the iniegmation of the three Indochinese states into an intimate

alliance was absolutely essential to Vietnamese =urvival. This uncompromising

attitude has been reflected in Hanoi's behavior and negotiating stance since the

overthrow of the Pol Pot regime in early 1979. The veteran Party leadership has

indicated a willingness to sacrifice virtually every other foreign policy and

domestic goal in order to maintain intact what was now described as the "intimate

alliance" of the three Indochinese states.

If the above analysis is correct, concern for national securityis probably

the most important factor in determining the Hanoi regime's attitude toward

its neighbors in Indochina. But there is more involved in the formulation of

foreign policy in modern states than the e question of national survival.

Vietnamese leaders, like their counterparts elsewhere, are also motivated by

questions of history, national destiny, prestige, and (certainly in -the case

of Marxist-Leninist regimes) ideology. In Vietnam, foreign policy is not

conceptualized and implemented in a vacuum, but in the context of a series of

self-images shaped by history and ideology.

How important is history in the formulation of foreign policy in Hanoi? Viet-

namese leaders today certainly do not view themselves simply as the linear suc-

cessors of imperial rulers of the past. But the Vietnamese struggle for national

liberation against the French and the United States led Party leaders to seek and

proclaim a direct relationship with the heroic figures of the past, from the Trung

cisters to Tran Hung Dao and the Cbrfucian strategist Nguyen Trai. This historical

image was undoubtedly sharpened when Vietnam began to focus its attention on the

challenge from the North, since most of the great patriotic figures in Vietnamese



history were identified with the strugle against Chinese domination.

This historical image, moreover, extends into Vietnamese relations with Laos

and Cambodia. As a dynamic force on the mainland since the restoration of in-

dependence from the Tang dynasty in the tenth century, the Vietnamese empire

asserted its suzerainty over its neighbors to the west and constructed a tribu-

tary system in mainland Southeast Asia similar in form(if smaller in scope)to

that asserted by the Celestial Emperor with his palace in Beijing. Vietnanese

leaders today do not assert their right to hegemony in Indochina because of

such historical relationships, of course. But Hanoi sees itself in historical

context as a bastion of defense for the smaLler nations of Southeast Asia against

the prevailing danger of Chinese expansionism, a message they have frequently

voiced in private talks with political figures in the AS kY alliance.

Suci historical inages are supplemented, and in some cases qualified, by

ideology. It has often been asserted that Vietnamese party leaders were motivated

during the Vietnam War more by nationalism than by a commitment to global revolu-

tion. Whether or not that is the case, it would be a mistake to underestimate
the

the influence of Marxist-Leninist world vlew on the mindset of Party leadersA

in Hanoi. Vietnam's veteran leadership is deeply imbued with the Leninist

vision of a world divided between progressive socialist forces and the reaction-

ary forces of world imperialism, led by the United States. In that vision,

the victory of the Vietnamese revolution marked a watershed in the strugle of

the opprssed peoples of Southeast Asia for peace, democracy, and socialism, and

Vietnam today is the vanguard for the coming social revolution in the region.

In Indochina, ideology supplements the imperatives of history an:. national

survival. Where Party leaders n the 1930s doubted the revolutionary potential

of the more primitive societies in Laos and Cambodia, their counterparts today

adopt the social Daxrinist view that the Vietnamese, nore advanced in the rtru le

to build a corn.unint society, can assist Fhnom Penh and Vientiane in passing from

feudal backwardness into the complex transitional process of socialist tranfor-

mation. And the integration of Laos and Cambodia into the more advanced Vietnamese
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society will be beneficial to all three, not only in terms of national defense,

but in terms of the struggle to build an advanced socialist society.

For the Vietnamese, then, Indochina lies at the point where the demands of

history, of ideology, and of national security intersect. Historical image and

ideology are put to use to buttresc the national interest. The result

can be seen in interpretations given by Vietnamese spokesmen such as General Le

Duc Anh who contend that history, geography, and the Marxist "iron law"of history

have created a "revolutionary law" that knits the states of Indochina into a

militant alliance, and a common struggle to build the communist utopia.
45

China and Indochina One of the key factors in Hanoi's insistence on the

importance of the militant alliance of the Indochinese states is the alleged

threat of Chinese expansion into the are.a. The Vietnamese see China's drive

to the South as an ai.-ost primordial urge inherited by Beijing's "new emperors"

from. the imperial past and contend that in struggling agEst it, they are fighting

a battle for all of Southeast Asia. Ii this view, the two prongs of China's

strategy are the attempt to take over Indonesia (an attempt which failed at the

time of the Gestapu revolt in 1965) and the current effort to subjugate Vietnam

and impose Chinese influence on the Indochinese states. 46

How justified is this image? Is Hanoi correct is asserting that behind Beijing' s

alleged concern for the sovereignty and national indeDendence of Laos and Cambodia

lies a long-term plan held by Chinese leaders to turn the South China Sea into a

Chinese lake? Apocalyptic Vietnamese predictions notwithstanding, it is more dif-

ficult to evaluate China's motives in Southeast Asia than those of the Vietnamese.

in the first place, Chinese foreign policy is arguably more complex than that of

the Vietnamese. Lhere Vietnamese foreign policy operates primarily within a

regional framework, Chinese leaders formulate their options within the global

arena. In fact, some observers of contemporary Chinese politics contend that

although China today docs not view itself as a Great Power, the relationship be-

tween China and the United States and the Soviet Union is the primary determinant

in Chinene foreign policymaking.47 If such -s the case, while Southeast Asia is



a vital security area for Hanoi, it is only one of many areas of concern to

Beijing.

Another reason for the difficulty in analyzing Chinese foreign policy

toward Indochina lies in the fact that the PRC is in a position of attempting to

change the status quo rather than to maintain it. Where Vietnamese policy in

Indochina can be evaluated - at least to a reasonable degree- on the basis of

Hanoi's curent behavior there, Chinese policy toward the region is focussed

on the desire to mobilize support to achieve a change in the situation. As

Hanoi would be the first to point out, under such circumstances Chinese leaders

will obviously state their objectives in such a way as to reassure other states

in the region.

For these reasons, any effort to assess Chin's Indochina policy must take

into account a number of issues. First, what is the relative importance of national

security, nitiena -estiny, and ideology in the formulation of Chinese foreign

policy toward Southeast Asia? Secondly, what is the relative importance of Indo-

china i, Chinese foreign policy compared to other areas, and notably to China's

po>icy toward the Great Powers? Finally, to what degree do Chinese statements

or. Indqchina today relate to her probable behavior under various possible con-

tir.ge des in the future?

It can probably be said without fear of contradiction that, for China as for

Vietnan, national security is the primary determinant in foreign policy. Both

countries were victirized and huniliated by Western powers during the impe-ialist

era, and both regimes have dedicated themselves to wiping out the imperialist

legacy and reconstructing a solid defensive peririter to guarantee national

survival. This was certainly the driving force of Chinese policy following the

rise of the C2' to power in 1949, and although the immediate danger to China has

receded someie'at in recent years, the "trauma of inperialiar," as Robert Sutter

ha- put it, is still fresh. Li

As in the case of Vietram, however, it is difficult to conare the relative



importance of national security, history and ideology in Chinese foreign policy,

because they have been inextricably intertwined in China's policy statements,

and quite probably in the minds of policymakers themselves. In China,"history"

has been a more dubious ally and model to Party leaders than in Vietnam. The

radical faction in China attempted to eradicate Chinese history during the Cul-

tural Revolution, something that Vietnamese Party leaders never attempted to do,

and considered ridiculous. But Chinese Pa-ty-_eaders of all factions have appeared

to accept - albeit unconsciously -- many of the classical objectives of Chinese

foreign policy during the traditional period, including the idea of the secure

"outer frontier" of border states, the concept of China as an influential actor

in regional politics, and the vision of China as a mnodel for other states in the

49
region.

To what degree does ideology fit into this equation? It is accepted wisdom that

revolutionary ideology plays little role in Chinese foreign policy under the leader-

ship of Deng Xiaoping. Policy in Beijing is formulated on the basis of national

concerns, not the promotion of world revolution. That, of sourse, was less true

in the mast, when the Marxist-Leninist -- and Maoist -- concept of sthe rise of

the oppressed peoples of the world against the forces of global imperialism was

a major component of Chinese foreign policy. In the eyes of some (including,

apparently, China watchers in Hanoi), even the Maoists simply used ideology as

a tool to achieve national objectives. But the fact that ideological beliefs converged

all too coanveniently with the demands of national security and ideology did not

malze the holders of such convictions any less sincere (China and Vietnam are

hardly unique in this reonect). Whether Beijing will return to a more ideological

view of the world depend! on external factors that cannot be evaluated in this

leper.

I-There doer Indochina -- and beyond Indochina, Southeast Asia - fit in this

frmework? It seerm generally agreed among contemporary observers that Southeast

Aria i!. a-n area of vital. but not cardinal importance in Chinese foreign policy. b

Durinr the inperial perioi it was rarely a source of serious threat to the enmire.



Since the rise of the CCP to power it has assumed a higher level of importance

because of the instability of the area and the presence of Great Power interests.

It is highly doubtful that Chinese strategists see the area today as crucial as

Northeast Asia, or the Sino-Soviet frontier. Insofar as Chinese leaders today

are determined to restore control over the traditional "outer frontier", mainland
A,

Southeast Asia -- and specifically the states of Indochina, traditionally the most

impoortant part of Southeast Asia in Chinese calculations - will be viewed as

an essential component in China's national defense.

Yet Chinese behavior suggests strongly that the Deng iaoping leadership does

not view control over, or influence in the area to be of sufficient importance to

justify military action. Where Hanoi has subordinated all other concerns to the

maintenance of the "special relationship," China has placed its concerns in the

area beheath those of economic modernization, and a non-threatening situation in

foreign affairs. Rather, Chinese leaders appear satisfied to place Indochina

on the agenda for future action (as in the case of Taiwan), when conditions permit.

For the moment, Beijing appears willing to tolerate the Vietnamese presence in

Laos and Canbodia (indeed, some observers feel that the PRC welcomes the current

situation, which drains Vietnam of resources needed for internal economic develop-

ment). And it has significantly not made the Soviet military presence in Vietni-n

a major obstacle to normalization, stating publicly on several occasions that

China views the Soviet bases at Da Na;- and Cam Ranh Bay as established primarily

for the purpose of countering U.S. military power in the region.

hat, then, are China's ultimate intenti'.,s in Indochina? Are its protestat nns

that it har no national aspirations in the area to be taken seriously or, as

Hanoi appears to believe, only a temporary tactic to beguile credulous allies?

No anz-wer to this question can be more than speculative, since it relates to
p

future circumstances, and future leaders *n China. Yet a cautious estimate may

be in order, based on currently available evidence. china today appears to have

no desire (much less, possess the capability) to absorb the states of Indochina into

a resurrected Chinene empire, or even into an intinate "special relationship" such



as has recently been established by Hanoi. ==, Chinese leaders may en-

vision the future creation of a stable alliance system of independent states

such as the Soviet Union possesses in Eastern Europe, or the United States in

the Western hemisphere. At a minimum, Chinese strategists undoubtedly hope to

neutralize the area and remove it from the arena of Great Power rivalry, thus

peritting a revived China to play the role of a benign protector of the smaller

states in the region. Cold War tensions, ideological rivalries, and China's own

wealmess make such a vision chimerical for the foreseeable future. But in

foreign policy terms, as in the sphere of economic development, the current

regime in Beijing is planning for the distant future.

What, then, are the short-range prospects for Indoghina? It has been eight

years since the outbreak of the Sino-Vietnamese war. During that time there

has been little change in the negotiating situation as both Hanoi and Beijing

have held essentially to the long-range strategy each adopted at the outset of

theconflict. Recently, however, there have been scattered indications of a

desire on both sides to seek a solution to the crisis, or at least to reduce

the level of mutual hostility.

There are, in fact, good reasons for both Hanoi and Beijing to seek an end

to the disrute. For the Vietnamese, perhaps, the costs are more seg'ere. The

dirivite over CAmbodia: hah had an enormous effect on Hanoi's effort to promote internal

economic development, not only because of the costs of occupation and natnal

defense, but because of the blockade which Western nations have imposed on trade

with Vietnam. The Party's veteran leadership under Le Duan, imbaed with a "siege

mentality" as a result of the experience of the Vietnam War, was willing to pay

that price to achieve its secur;.ty objectives in Indochina. A new generation of

leaders emerging in the 1990s may find the cost of total security excessive and

seek a compromise settlement. They will probably be encouraged to do so by

the Soviet Union, which finds the Cambodian dispute an obstacle to the realization

of many of its own objectives in Asia.



China is under less pressure to settle the dispute, since it own efforts are

relatively cost-free. Still, the current situation has had some unfortunate

side effects in the area of foreign policy, notably in encouraging Hanoi's

virtual total dependence upon the Soviet Union, and in posing a severe obstacle
it own

to China's effo3 to improve relations with Moscow. Chinese leaders may he

tempted to make minor concessions on the issue to induce an inexperienced

leadership in Hanoi to trade the "special relationship" for an end to the

conflict.

An overall settlement of the dipute, however, appears unl'kely for the

foreseeable future. Indochina today lies at the intersection of the resurgent

force of two competing nationalist -movements. Both China and Vietnam are

anxious to secure the fruits of their own social revolution and to achieve

their own vision of national destiny. Each has passed through a period of

national humiliation and is determined to achieve self-determination and its

natural frontiers. So far, it is the Vietnamese who have ha their way, pri-

marily because of their willingness to assign absolute priority to the issue.

China, however, has the patience, the detern-ination, and the resources to

play a long-term game, and is undoubtedly counting on the passage of time

to reassert its own interests in the region. Chinese leaders also calculate

that the rising force of nationalist sentiment inside'Laos'and Cambodia itself

Fill compel the Vietnamese to relinquish the!. grasp on the two counties.

While some observers dismiss the idea of Lao or Khmer nationlism as chimerical,

there are nascent signs of such an awareness inside Cambodia, even within the

PRk leadership.

In sum, it is not a problem susceptible to easy solution. Perhaps in the

long run, all of the protagonists should attempt to learn from history. Chinese leaders

should that the Celestial Empire never excercised control over all of Indochina, aven

during the period when the Red River delta wasunder Chinese rule. Southeast

. posed a serious security problem to the Chinese. As for the Vietnaeze
A



they could learn as well from their great statesrmen-patriots of the past such

as 1Eguyen Trai, who learned that in the long run, Vietnam must always come to

an accommodation with China. And both could profit from the lesson of our oin

century, where even Great Powers are beginning to discover that the effort to

dominate smaller neighbors can be a costly and even fruitless enterprise.

The Penns-Ylvania State University William J. Duiker
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